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▶ Push Button, Go Boom
Due to the variety of specialized
weapons within the military’s broader
artillery community, tightly knit
groups form and friendly rivalries
persist—especially between soldiers
firing cannons and those launching
rockets. The crews assigned to M777
howitzers, which require lifting heavy
shells, are often portrayed as muscle-
bound brutes. Meanwhile, HIMARS
operators, hunched over their high-
tech computer control panels, are
often seen as data nerds. Despite such
differences, retired Army Maj. Gen.
John Ferrari says the concept driving
both high-tech targeting HIMARS and
solid-fuel rocket-motor howitzers is as
old as warfare itself: Throw a rock in the
enemy’s direction, as far and forcefully
as you can. At Fort Sill, Oklahoma,
home of the U.S. Army’s Field Artillery
School, soldiers summarize the
difference between rockets and cannons
even more succinctly: “Pull string, go
boom,” or “Push button, go boom.”

▶ Big Subs on the Big Screen
While the 1990 Jack Ryan thriller
The Hunt for Red October offered
a dramatic depiction of submarine
warfare, it was entirely fictional—but
not as fictional as you might think.
In the film, based on the Tom Clancy
bestseller, Soviet sub commander
Marko Ramius defects to the United
States with a modified Typhoon-class
ballistic missile submarine that uses
an exotic propulsion system called a
caterpillar drive, which renders the
Soviet sub undetectable by sonar. Not
only is the story based on the real-life
1975 mutiny aboard the Soviet anti-
submarine frigate Storozhevoy, but the
caterpillar drive’s silent propulsion
is also based on the very real concept
of magnetohydrodynamic submarine
propulsion that, to date, has remained
too inefficient for practical use.

▶ Can Smart Cities Save Us?
As a science journalist and science
fiction writer, I’m always standing at
the crossroads between what’s real
and what’s possible. A few years ago I
was researching how engineers in the
ancient Cambodian city of Angkor
created a massive, complex system of
reservoirs and canals to save their city
of nearly a million people from seasonal
droughts. I wondered: What would
happen if we used AI to make a modern
city as environmentally resilient as
Angkor? My novel The Terraformers,
released on January 31, tries to answer
that question. It’s about a planet
whose ecosystems are threaded with
algorithmically controlled sensors—
and the engineers who hack them. If
we’re lucky, my terraformers will be
the distant offspring of people today,
building smart cities to allocate water
and energy as efficiently as possible.
And if we get unlucky, well, you’ll have
to read my story in this issue to find out
what might happen. next.

▶ Iran’s Drones Are Surprisingly
Stealthy
Iran’s Shahed-136 kamikaze drone,
nicknamed “Dorito” because of its flat,
delta-wing shape, gets a lot of attention
for its destructive power and low cost—
but its stealth capabilities are often
overlooked. Using radar cross-section
(RCS) as a measurement of object
detectability, researchers determined
that the Shahed-136 has an RCS of
about 0.01 square meter. That’s about
one-fiftieth that of a cruise missile, or
about the same as a large bird like a
crow or gull. Not bad, but Iran can’t yet
replicate the stealth of America’s F-22
Raptor, a fifth-generation fighter jet
that has an RCS about 0.0001 square
meter—about the same as a bumblebee.
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The Nuclear 
Submarine 
Arms Race 
Is Getting 
Intense—
and the U.S. 
Just Took a 
Massive Leap 
Forward
The latest subs from 
Russia and China are 
armed with hypersonic 
missiles and nuclear 
drone torpedoes, but 
this new class of U.S. 
subs will rule the 
oceans.
BY ALEX HOLLINGS

I
N JUNE 2022, a small group of 
military officers and politicians 
gathered on Quonset Point, Rhode 
Island, to kick off construction 
of the Navy’s newest and largest 
submarine group, the Columbia 
class, with a keel-laying ceremony 

for the USS District of Columbia. 
Welder Maria Betance-Pizarro from 
General Dynamics Electric Boat, the 
sub’s manufacturer, lifted her torch 
toward a steel plate and inscribed the 
initials of Congresswoman Eleanor 
Holmes, the boat’s sponsor from D.C.

When the sub finally enters service 
in 2031, it will be the largest and most 
powerful submarine the U.S. has 
ever put to sea, measuring 560 feet 
in length and displacing 20,810 tons. 
It’s one of 12 subs planned in the new 
Columbia class. Each will carry 16 
onboard nuclear missiles, collectively 
representing 70 percent of the nuclear 
weapons that America has ready to use 
at any one time. 

Ballistic missile submarines like 
those in the Columbia class have earned 
the nickname “boomer” for their 
powerful punch and massive size. But 
these subs aren’t the undisputed alphas 
of the oceans. Attack subs, which are 
designed to track and hunt boomer subs 
to prevent them from ever launching 
their weapons, can sail faster and dive 
deeper than any boomer, and they’re 
equipped with an array of weapons 
built for deep-sea combat. A third type, 
cruise missile subs (also called guided 
missile subs), carry out attacks on 
surface ships and land-based targets 
from hundreds of miles away.

At least 43 nations currently operate 
at least one submarine, according to 
GlobalFirePower.com. And in this 
modern era when large surface ships 
are vulnerable to long-range anti-ship 
missiles, the world’s global powers 
are doubling down on their undersea 
efforts.

Russia continues to invest heavily in 
its submarine forces, as the nonprofit 
security research group Nuclear Threat 
Initiative indicates, even as other facets 
of its military atrophy. China’s growing 
navy recently eclipsed the U.S.’s as the 
largest combat fleet in the world. And 
the U.S. Department of Defense predicts 
that China will begin constructing 
its newest Type 093B guided missile 
nuclear attack submarine by the middle 
of this decade.

The latest generation of hunter-killer 
and cruise missile subs are also armed 
with advanced weapons that can strike 
from hundreds or even thousands of 
miles away. Some U.S. subs will carry 
an updated version of the Tomahawk 
cruise missile that can change targets 
midcourse and loiter over a target area 
for hours. Some subs, like Russia’s 
newest Yasen-M class, even carry 
maneuverable hypersonic anti-ship 
missiles, like the 3M22 Zircon. With a 
claimed top speed of Mach 8, it could 
reach a target at the end of its 621-mile 
range in just six minutes. 

And while submarines at the onset 
of the twentieth century could sink to 
a mere 75 feet, today’s subs can dive 
to 1,600 feet or deeper, where not even 
sunlight can reach them. There, sailing 
silently through a sea of black, today’s 
submarines lurk—some carrying 
weapons with the most destructive 
power humanity has ever created.

Just one Ohio-class ballistic missile 
submarine would rank as the sixth 
largest nuclear power in the world, 
says Bryan Herrin, a Navy veteran who 
served on the class-namesake USS 
Ohio. The Ohio-class subs, which will 
be replaced by the Columbia class in the 
next decade, sail with 20 submarine-
launched ballistic missiles on board, 
each capable of carrying as many as 
eight individually targeted nuclear 
warheads—amounting to more nuclear 
firepower than Pakistan, India, Israel, 
or North Korea boast in their entire 
arsenals.

But even among these powerful 
undersea players, several stand out. 
These warships possess a unique 
combination of capabilities, firepower, 
and advanced tech that make them the 
most dangerous on the planet.

↑ ↑ USS Jimmy Carter

Class: Seawolf

Type: Attack submarine

Country of origin: United States

Displacement: 12,130 tons

Engine: Nuclear reactor–powered 
pump jet 

Armament: Mk 48 torpedoes, 
Tomahawk cruise  missiles, 
Harpoon anti-ship missiles

Year entered service: 2005

Number in service: 1

Scariest attributes: Stealth and 
Multi-Mission Platform

America’s small fleet of three Seawolf-
class nuclear attack submarines are 
considered among the stealthiest in 
the world, but the USS Jimmy Carter’s 
capabilities are so unique that the 
vessel is sometimes considered a class 
unto itself. Seawolf subs use pump-
jet propulsion systems, rather than a 
spinning propeller, to cruise almost 
silently through the ocean. Unlike 
the exposed propellers of many older 
submarines, pump jets use a duct 
around a turbine pump to draw in water 
near the front of the vessel and push 
it out from a nozzle at the back. The 
Navy claims that even while sailing 
at 25 knots, the Seawolf subs’ pump-
jet systems are quieter than their Los 
Angeles–class predecessors were while 
docked. 

The USS Jimmy Carter’s unique 
design offers even more combat 
capability. The 453-foot vessel is 100 
feet longer than its sister ships, thanks 
to what the Navy calls the “Multi-
Mission Platform.” This added section 
can be used to deploy Navy SEALs, 
remotely operated vehicles, or other 
classified combat or intelligence-
gathering systems. As a result, the USS 
Jimmy Carter has reportedly played 
a key role in a number of high-stakes 
clandestine operations over the years. 
Because of the USS Jimmy Carter’s 
advanced stealth and unique troop-
deployment bay, it is considered the 
most dangerous submarine currently 
carrying out missions. 

↑ ↑ K-329 Belgorod

Class: Oscar II

Type: Cruise missile submarine

Country of origin: Russia

Displacement: 30,000 tons

Engine: Prop driven by two 
nuclear reactors

Armament: 6 Poseidon nuclear 
torpedoes

Year entered service: 2022

Number in service: 1

Scariest attributes: Poseidon 
nuclear torpedoes

In July 2022, the Russian Navy deployed 
the longest known submarine in the 
world, the K-329 Belgorod. Like the 
Jimmy Carter, Russia’s Belgorod 
is a modified version of an existing 
submarine, in this case the nuclear-
powered Oscar II class of cruise 
missile submarines. Belgorod’s design 
added more than 100 feet in length to 
accommodate a variety of new weapons 
and intelligence-gathering systems. 

The Belgorod appears to be equipped 
to deploy large underwater systems on 
the seafloor, including sonar arrays 
and other underwater sensors for 
Russia’s Harmony submarine detection 
network. It can also deploy a variety of 
midget submarines and autonomous 
underwater vehicles to support its 
covert operations.

Russia developed the hulking 
submarine to carry the nation’s 
secretive Poseidon torpedoes, expected 
to enter service this decade. The 
torpedoes are powered by their own 
nuclear reactor and can reportedly 
cruise at 80 miles per hour, faster 
than any other known torpedo, and at 
depths no American sub can reach—
as deep as 3,300 feet. That means no 
existing weapon system could intercept 
a Poseidon after it was fired. Equipped 
with a two-megaton warhead, it could 
be used to take out entire ports or U.S. 
carrier strike groups. 

↑ ↑ Type 039C

Class: Yuan 

Type: Attack submarine

Country of origin: China

Displacement: 2,286 tons

Engine: Stirling air-independent 
propulsion diesel electric

Armament: Yu-6 torpedoes, YJ-18 
supersonic anti-ship missiles

Year entered service: 2022

Number in service: Unknown

Scariest attribute: Stealth

China’s submarine technology is still 
catching up with that of its American and 
Russian competitors. However, within 
the contested waters of the Pacific, the 
country’s newest subs represent a potent 
threat to global stability. The most dire 
may come from the Type 039C Yuan-class 
attack submarine serving with China’s 
East Sea Fleet, the force operating in the 
waters surrounding Taiwan. Rather than 
nuclear power, this sub uses a Stirling 
air-independent propulsion (AIP) diesel-
electric system. Previous diesel-powered 
submarines could stay submerged for 
only a few days before surfacing to draw in 
fresh air needed to power up their engines 
and recharge their batteries. China’s AIP 
system, on the other hand, uses tanks of 
liquid oxygen for those tasks, allowing it 
to stay submerged for weeks at a time. 

While these power plants don’t 
provide the same range as that of a 
nuclear sub, they do offer a comparable 
degree of stealth. In fact, a Swedish 
submarine using a similar Stirling 
AIP system, the HSwMS Gotland, 
repeatedly defeated the anti-submarine 
capabilities of the USS Ronald Reagan’s 
carrier strike group in 2005, sinking 
the supercarrier in several simulated 
battles. 

↑ ↑ USS Louisiana

Class: Ohio

Type: Ballistic missile 
submarine

Country of origin: United States

Displacement: 18,750 tons

Engine: Single nuclear reactor–
driven shaft

Armament: 20 Trident II SLBMs, Mk 
48 torpedoes

Year entered service: 1997

Number in service: 14

Scariest attributes: Nuclear 
SLBMs

The USS Louisiana, which entered 
service in 1997, is the newest and most 
modern of America’s boomer fleet of 
Ohio-class submarines. These ships 
carry up to 20 Trident II D5 submarine-
launched nuclear ballistic missiles 
(SLBMs), more nukes than any other 
submarine. 

The 44-foot-long, 130,000-pound 
Trident D5 SLBMs have a range of 
4,600 miles and can carry up to eight 
independently targeted 475-kiloton 
nuclear warheads. Each of those 
warheads is capable of delivering more 
than 30 times the nuclear yield of the 
atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima in 
1945. 

The Ohio class is so powerful that the 
U.S. has reduced its firepower twice to 
comply with arms treaties negotiated 
with Russia—first in 1991, as part of the 
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, and 
then again in 2017.

The USS Louisiana and the rest of 
the Ohio-class submarines also boast 
four torpedo tubes for engaging enemy 
submarines or surface vessels with 
Mark 48 torpedoes. Each Mark 48 
carries 650 pounds of high explosives 
and is about as long and as heavy as a 
Toyota pickup truck. These self-guide 
weapons use active and passive sonar to 
strike targets more than 5 miles away.

The Ohio class will be replaced by the 
forthcoming Columbia class, but those 
boomers only contain launch tubes 
for 16 Trident II missiles—it’s likely 
no submarine will ever carry more 
destructive firepower than the Ohio 
class.

↑ ↑ SSGN Kazan

Class: Yasen-M

Type: Cruise missile submarine

Country of Origin: Russia

Displacement: 13,800 tons

Engine: Single nuclear reactor–
driven shaft

Armament: Oniks anti-ship 
cruise missiles, Kalibr cruise 
missiles,  
UGST-M torpedoes, KH-101 cruise 
missiles, Kalibr-M land-attack 
cruise missiles, 3M22 Zircon 
hypersonic anti-ship missile

Year entered service: 2021

Number in service: 1

Scariest attributes: Hypersonic 
weapons

Russia’s Kazan, a nuclear-powered 
Yasen-M-class cruise missile sub, 
forgoes ballistic missiles in favor of 
long-range nuclear or conventional 
cruise missiles. And experts assess that 
it’s likely as stealthy as even the least 
detectable Western subs.

The Kazan is the second of the Yasen 
class, dubbed the Yasen-M. It’s about 
30 feet shorter than the first, thanks 
to increased automation that reduces 
the number of crew needed. This 
formidable warship carries 10 torpedo 
tubes, each of which can fire UGST-M 
self- or wire-guided torpedoes or anti-
ship cruise missiles.

Unlike ballistic missiles, which fly 
along arcing flight paths that make 
them somewhat predictable, cruise 
missiles are jet-powered and fly more 
like suicide drones at lower altitudes, 
maneuvering along the way, offering a 
different kind of challenge for defense 
systems. The P-800 Oniks supersonic 
anti-ship cruise missiles on board use 
a solid-fuel rocket and then an air-
breathing ramjet to reach targets as far 
away as 373 miles. 

Plans are already underway to equip 
the Yasen-M class with several new 
weapons, including the Kalibr-M land-
attack cruise missile, which has a 
reported range of nearly 2,800 miles, 
and a new submarine-launched variant 
of the KH-101—a nuclear-capable 
cruise missile. But the most dangerous 
new weapon being fitted to the sub is 
Russia’s hypersonic 3M22 Zircon anti-
ship cruise missile, which can achieve 
speeds between Mach 6 and Mach 
8. If true, its ability to maneuver at
these speeds would make it practically
impossible to intercept by even the
world’s most advanced air defenses.

AL AMY (USS JIMMY CARTER ,  USS LOUISIANA ) ; 
SHUT TERSTOCK (K-329 BELGOROD ,  KAZAN ) ; 
WIKIMEDIA COMMONS (T YPE 039C)



The Soviet Union’s Katyusha was a pioneering multiple-
rocket launcher system developed during World War II.

A 
FEW DAYS after 
Thanksgiving 2022, 
Ukraine’s Ministry 
of Defense tweeted a 
head-on photograph 
of an M142 High 
Mobility Artillery 

Rocket System (HIMARS) launcher, 
its headlights illuminating a rainy 
night. Painted wide across the front 
of the truck and its open doors was a 
menacing, reptilian smile. With its pair 
of squat windshield portholes standing 
in for eyes, the weapon looked distinctly 
like a creature from Tim Burton’s 
classic film The Nightmare Before 
Christmas. 

“In anticipation of Christmas, a 
smiling Himars [sic] collects occupiers 
under Christmas trees,” the caption 
read.

The barb, full of the insolent bravado 
that has made Ukraine’s social media 
accounts globally popular, played 
up the near-celebrity status that the 
HIMARS mobile rocket launcher has 
achieved among Ukraine’s supporters. 
Sweatshirts announcing “It’s HIMARS 
O’Clock” and stickers emblazoned with 
an image of the coffin-shaped launcher 
loaded and aimed skyward all offer a 
winking way to taunt Russian invaders. 
In October, the launcher was crowned 
“The Coolest Thing Made in Arkansas” 
by that state’s chamber of commerce, 
beating out Frito-Lay’s Cheetos, the 
iChill Mattress, and aviation fuel cells. 

While it may seem strange for a 
mobile weapons system designed to 
send a barrage of destructive missiles 
dozens of miles at more than twice the 
speed of sound to achieve the popularity 
of a movie character or a meme, the 
adulation of HIMARS makes sense in 
light of the destruction it has unleashed 
on the Russian army. Since the U.S. 
Defense Department delivered the 
first four HIMARS trucks to Ukraine 
at the end of June 2022, reports of 
their effectiveness have been steady, 
if not always verifiable. In late July, 
HIMARS was reportedly responsible 
for destroying the Antonivskyi Bridge 
across the Dnipro River near the 
Russian-occupied port city of Kherson, 
which would be retaken by Ukrainian 
forces a few months later. In October, 
Ukrainian forces distributed aerial 
footage showing HIMARS rocket 
launchers stealthily moving through 
a forest near the occupied region of 
Luhansk, and then systematically 
obliterating a Russian tank convoy. As 
of September, U.S. defense officials said 
Ukraine has hit more than 400 Russian 
targets with HIMARS, while Russia has 
been unable to retaliate effectively. As of 
November, none of the 20 launchers in 
Ukrainian hands had been destroyed.

HIMARS’s star turn in Ukraine 
sparked a rush among U.S. allies to 
equip themselves with the system 
and coincided with NATO’s launch 
of a new HIMARS logistics support 
structure as a keystone in its defense 
against Russia. The U.S. military, 
meanwhile, is busy developing new 
ways to employ HIMARS and expand 
its capabilities. Amid the furor hangs 
a question: Why is HIMARS so good? 
Has it merely maximized a determined 
Ukraine’s effectiveness against a Russia 
unprepared for a modern conflict, or do 
the weapon’s unique capabilities and 
design portend an even greater value on 
future battlefields? 

“It alters your life when one of those 
things fires—it’s so fantastic and big 
and loud and noisy,” he says. “It’s like 
being at Cape Canaveral.”

HIMARS came next. Developed in 
the 1990s, it was built to fire improved 
MLRS munitions: A six-pack pod of 
bullet-shaped guided rockets called 
GMLRS with ranges of more than 43 
miles and accuracy within a few feet. 
While the MLRS mounted on a Bradley 
Fighting Vehicle chassis can reach 
top road speeds of 40 miles per hour, 
HIMARS can hit nearly 60 mph, and 
accelerate significantly faster than 
its predecessor. The idea, as always 
in artillery operations, is to launch 
a payload and then clear out of the 
area before an enemy can locate the 
projectile’s point of origin and respond. 
The Army calls this tactic “shoot and 
scoot,” and no ground-based weapon 
does it better than HIMARS. 

Nicknamed “the 70-kilometer sniper 
rifle,” HIMARS is so accurate that 
it can hit a single room in a building 
dozens of miles away. GMLRS rockets 
are the most common HIMARS 
payload, and more than 50,000 of them 
have been made in three variants. 
The original one, called the Dual-
Purpose Improved Conventional 
Munitions rocket (DPICM), is now out 
of service. The GMLRS Unitary has 
a 200-pound warhead for precision 
strikes in urban environments. And 
the GMLRS Alternative Warhead (AW) 
has a 200-pound explosive warhead 
that detonates about 30 feet above a 
target area and rains down 182,000 
preformed tungsten fragments. Images 
posted to Twitter indicate that Ukraine 
has received both the Unitary and 
AW rockets. Lockheed Martin also is 
developing an extended-range version 
of the GLMRS, which it claims will hit 
targets more than 90 miles away.

And then there’s the thicker MGM-
140 Army Tactical Missile System 
(ATACMS) missile, another HIMARS 
munition, which comes one to a pod 
and has a 190-mile range. Because the 
missile could be used by Ukraine to hit 
targets far inside Russia, the U.S. has so 
far refused to provide the missiles to the 
embattled nation.

There’s No 
Weapon 
Russia Fears 
More Than 
the HIMARS 
Rocket 
Launcher
Ukraine wants tanks 
and jets to fight back 
against Russia. But no 
weapon is more important 
than this one.
BY HOPE HODGE SECK

The Soviet Union continued development of multiple-
rocket launchers throughout the Cold War, while the U.S. 
invested in shorter-range but more accurate howitzers. 
In the ’70s, realizing they were undergunned, the U.S. 
began work on its own MLRS systems. 

NIKKI RIZZI, WHO was among the first 
group of female officers the Army 
permitted to attend field artillery 
school in 2010, deployed with HIMARS 
to the operations hub of Kandahar, 
Afghanistan, as a battery platoon 
leader in 2011. Rizzi says her artillery 
battery was tasked with supporting 
missions from Joint Special Operations 
Command that required urgent 
precision and speed: It would be used 
to target an enemy compound rigged 
with improvised explosive devices, for 
example, or to level a terrain feature 
providing cover to insurgents. 

Multiple echelons of command had to 
sign off on the strike, and airspace had 
to be cleared to account for the payload’s 
flight time; rockets could take several 
minutes to reach their target. Often, 
Rizzi recalls, the HIMARS unit would 
coordinate with an A-10 Thunderbolt 
close-air support aircraft, dropping 
bombs and firing rockets on the same 
target. 

Inevitably, a HIMARS fire mission 
would draw a crowd in the tactical 
operations center where Rizzi worked. 
The choreography of aviation and 
ground elements and the precise 
moment-by-moment communication 
would culminate in the payload’s 
release in a concussive plume of smoke 
through which the streak of rocket 
fire could be seen. The sound would 
follow an instant later, an epic crack as 
warheads capable of reaching velocities 
2.5 times the speed of sound hurtled 
upward. After the GMLRS rounds had 
disappeared over the horizon, to be 
tracked from the operations center 
to their final destination, platoon 
members liked to search for the 
shoebox-sized plastic end caps that the 
spent rockets left behind, saving them 
for souvenirs or gifts.

“Everyone was always very curious 
about how it worked. Whenever there 
was a HIMARS mission, everyone was 
watching it unfold,” Rizzi says. At the 
end of her nine-month deployment, 
her platoon had fired about a dozen 
missions—more, she says, than any of 
the platoons that had come before.

Rizzi says the Ukrainian military’s 
success with the system is amazing, 
particularly because they operate 
it without some of HIMARS’s most 
important guidance systems. The U.S. 
military’s Advanced Field Artillery 
Tactical Data System (AFATDS), for 
example, largely eliminates the need for 
human calculation: Contained within 
rugged laptops and communications 
terminals, the system evaluates target 
locations, coordinates air and ground 
elements, and monitors missions in 
progress. A control panel in the cab of 
the truck, integrated with HIMARS 
onboard systems, calculates the 
elevation and azimuth (a measurement 
of horizontal direction) of the launcher 
based on the desired target, and 
manages the actual arming and firing 
process. AFATDS leaves little for the 
crew to do except park the system at 
the desired location, load the rounds, 
elevate and rotate the launcher into the 
prescribed position, and, once safely 
within the cab, discharge the payload on 
orders from a fire-direction center.

Without the benefit of AFATDS, 
a proprietary U.S. military system 
not included with the launchers 
sent to Europe, Ukrainian HIMARS 
operators have had to use drones 
supported by SpaceX’s Starlink satellite 
communications network for target 
identification and reconnaissance, 
and off-the-shelf radios or cellphones 
for communication to plan a strike. 
(SpaceX, founded by Elon Musk, has 
objected to this use of the technology 
and taken steps to curb it.) In some 
cases, the Ukrainians have resorted 
to the Meta-owned smartphone 
application WhatsApp to order 
missions when other comms go down 
and have created their own smartphone 
apps for battlefield coordination. (As 
of December, the Army is seeking to 
develop an international version of 
AFATDS that Ukraine can use.)

Once Ukrainian forces identify a 
target location, aiming HIMARS—
even without AFATDS—is quite easy. 
Troops only have to manually enter grid 
coordinates, and then fire. 

“The simplicity of it in combination 
with the highly effective weapon system 
is why they’re being wildly successful 
with it,” says retired Army Col. John 
Cochran, a former acting director of the 
Pentagon’s Close Combat Lethality Task 
Force. 

HIMARS MAY BE newly famous, but it’s 
not new. The system entered service 
for the U.S. Army and Marine Corps in 
2005 after a decade of development by 
its manufacturer, Lockheed Martin. It 
is the most recent advance in a chain of 
weapons that can fire multiple rockets 
in quick succession, a game of weaponry 
one-upmanship that was born out of the 
Cold War.

The Soviet Union was among the 
first nations to invest significantly in 
rocket artillery, fielding the first truck-
mounted multiple-rocket launchers 
during World War II. The Katyusha 
launchers delivered blanketing 
destruction rather than precision hits. 
Early versions, including the 132mm 
BM-13s, were nicknamed “Stalin’s 
Organs” because their rows of rocket 
tubes resembled the piped instrument. 
During the Cold War, the Soviet Union 
further developed the Katyusha 
platform, debuting the BM-21 Grad in 
1963. This 122mm launcher, mounted 
on a 4.5-ton truck chassis, could fire 
a barrage of 40 rockets in as little as 
20 seconds, and reload again in three 
minutes. Russians had a nickname 
for this one too: “Hail,” for the way 
its rockets rained down on an enemy 
position.

The U.S. military, by contrast, 
continued to rely on its arsenal of 
howitzer cannons, which were seen 
as more reliable and accurate, even if 
they lacked the range and volume of 
multiple-rocket launchers. But when 
the Soviet Union began exporting the 
BM-21 to other nations, and those 
nations used the multiple-rocket 
launchers in their own battles—
particularly the 1973 Yom Kippur War 
between Arab and Israeli forces—the 
U.S. saw how potent the weapon was, 
and questioned whether its own forces 
could defend against it.

In a potential land battle between 
the U.S. and Russia featuring multiple-
rocket launchers, “the Russians were 
going to come and they were going 
to last forever,” says John Ferrari, 
a retired Army major general and 
nonresident senior fellow at the 
American Enterprise Institute, 
recalling the growing concern among 
American military planners. Howitzers, 
as steady and accurate as they were, 
couldn’t sufficiently counter the range 
and destruction of Russia’s rocket 
launchers. 

The U.S.’s belated answer was the 
M270 Multiple Launch Rocket System, 
known as MLRS, which it developed in 
the mid-1970s. The launcher had space 
for 12 rockets atop a Bradley Fighting 
Vehicle—a heavy-duty tracked vehicle 
resembling a tank. The hulking 26-ton 
weapon first proved itself in 1991’s 
Operation Desert Storm, the U.S. 
campaign to free Kuwait from Iraqi 
invaders. Recent reporting suggests 
that the effectiveness of the “steel 
rain” from the MLRS’s unguided M26 
fragmentation rockets was overblown 
by Army officials to boost future 
investments in long-range artillery. But 
Ferrari, who deployed to Kuwait as an 
executive officer with the Army’s 2nd 
Cavalry Regiment, remembers being 
awed by the MLRS during nighttime 
missions. 

A predecessor to HIMARS, the M270 MLRS rode atop a 
tanklike Bradley Fighting Vehicle. The U.S. first deployed 
it in 1991 during Operation Desert Storm.

In July 2022, Ukrainian forces used HIMARS launchers to 
take out the the Antonivskyi Bridge over the Dnipro river 
in Kherson, Ukraine. The bridge was part of a crucial 
supply line that had allowed Russia to occupy the city. 
Unable to hold the territory, Russia pulled back its forces 
in November.  

The alchemy of Ukrainian success 
with HIMARS, multiple observers 
have noted, has three key elements: 
the existential nature of their fight, 
their aptitude and familiarity with 
artillery operations, and an uncommon 
understanding of how their invader 
operates.

“The Ukrainians, their senior 
leaders, all grew up in the Soviet-
style system,” says Scott Boston, 
a senior defense analyst with the 
RAND Corporation and a former 
artillery officer. “I think that they 
inherited ... that Soviet prioritization of 
how to use fires, but also a really deep 
understanding of how Russians were 
going to operate. I think that if you put 
Ukrainian officers in a position where 
they can see a Russian formation, 
they’re going to know where to look 
for a headquarters, where to look for 
ammo dumps, where the artillery 
might be hiding in a way that would not 
necessarily be as intuitive to people who 
didn’t grow up in that system.”

As the Ukrainian military has 
become more comfortable employing 
HIMARS, it’s using the weapon to keep 
Russian troops disorganized, uncertain, 
and on the defensive.

“So now the Russians have to expend 
precious resources to defend. It prevents 
them from massing on Ukraine’s 
eastern front, which is what you want,” 
says Ferrari, the retired Army major 
general. “You want them to be looking 
360 degrees, and to be worried.”

The Russian military has proven 
itself catastrophically inept at the 
intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance, or ISR, that could 
help them defend against nimble 
Ukrainian launcher trucks. The pair 
of spy satellites Russia relies on may 
be nearing the end of their service 
lives, and battlefield artifacts indicate 
that Russian troops have sometimes 
had to rely on paper maps of Ukraine 
dating from as far back as the 1960s. 
Ukrainian troops, taking advantage 
of U.S. and allied intelligence and 
operating from the territory they hold 
in the west that’s not as well known 
to the invaders, can broadly pummel 
Russian defenses with longer-range, 
less accurate Soviet missiles in their 
arsenal—the Tochka-U, with a range 
of 74 miles, for example—then deliver 
HIMARS rockets for a precise hit on a 
high-value target.

When needed, HIMARS can deliver 
a lot of those precise hits. Part of what 
makes it so successful in Ukraine is how 
quickly crews can reload its rockets. A 
well-trained HIMARS team can remove 
a spent missile pod and reload the 
launcher within five minutes of firing. 
The most limiting factor are the pods 
themselves, which are about the size of 
a small sedan and most often carried 
in pairs on the bed of a hulking three-
axle transport, with another two towed 
behind on an attached trailer. With that 
setup, HIMARS crews can fire up to 30 
rockets in minutes before needing to 
resupply. 

That pace of fire has contributed 
to growing concerns over Ukraine’s 
ammunition supplies. U.S. officials 
say they’ve provided “thousands” of 
GMLRS rockets to Ukraine, but that’s a 
fraction of the country’s needs. A senior 
U.S. official said in November that 
Ukraine was firing up to 7,000 artillery 
rounds daily—from all available 
weapons, not just HIMARS—as it tries 
to hold off withering fire from Russia. 

Ironically, it was Russia’s annexation 
of Crimea in 2014 that convinced the 
U.S. military to increase its inventory 
of HIMARS at a time when they weren’t 
in demand. Ferrari credits retired 
Lieutenant General H.R. McMaster, a 
former deputy commanding general of 
the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine 
Command and, briefly, National 
Security Adviser under President 
Donald Trump, with the initial push. 
McMaster had commissioned a report, 
called the Russian New Generation 
Warfare study and published in 2017, 
that sounded an alarm at the Pentagon.

“[McMaster] essentially came back 
and said, ‘Hey, land war in Europe is 
not obsolete,” Ferrari recalls. “And we 
don’t have any air defense ... and rocket 
artillery to speak of.”

Military planners acted quickly. 
The Defense Department’s 2019 fiscal 
budget request called for a dramatic 
increase in rocket artillery: 9,733 
GMLRS rockets, up from the prior 
year’s 6,474; 404 ATACMS rockets, 
more than double the number bought in 
2018; and 171 HIMARS launchers, up 
from just 41 the year before.



AS VITAL AS HIMARS is in Ukraine, 
the Marines have just one active-duty 
battalion dedicated to the weapon—
the California-based 5th Battalion, 
11th Marine Regiment, known as 
5/11. In December, the troops took 
part in the annual combined arms 
exercise Steel Knight, which unfolds on 
training ranges, along coastlines, and 
in the skies around San Diego. During 
the exercise, two of the Air Force’s 
C-17 Globemaster aircraft, capable of 
remaining airborne indefinitely with 
aerial refueling, flew roughly 500 miles 
from Camp Pendleton in Southern 
California to Dugway Proving Ground, 
Utah. The transport planes inserted a 
HIMARS team, which hit the ground, 
executed a six-round mission with 
practice rockets, and loaded back up for 
the return journey. 

HIMARS is a critical weapon as 
the Marines seek lighter, more mobile 
weapons. Already the service has gotten 
rid of all the heavy tanks it deployed to 
Iraq and Afghanistan, and it’s shutting 
down several of its conventional 
infantry battalions in favor of highly 
maneuverable “littoral regiments” that 
are built for operating near coastlines. 
The Marines plan to shutter 14 heavy 
howitzer batteries in favor of 14 new 
rocket-artillery batteries, seven of 
which will be HIMARS units.

In light of this larger strategy, 
Marine HIMARS operators emphasize 
arriving swiftly and stealthily and then 
disappearing before the enemy can 
identify their missiles’ point of origin. 
This technique, known as HIMARS 
Rapid Infiltration, or HIRAIN, would 
be critical in a fight complicated 
by the yawning oceans and smaller 
landmasses of the Pacific, and by the 
sophisticated reconnaissance and 
targeting tools of a peer enemy like 
China.

Some tactics can be remarkably 
simple: Marines still rely on nets and 
vegetation to hide launchers from 
aerial surveillance, for example, or take 
advantage of walls and buildings in 
urban environments. Camouflage jobs 
can resemble art more than science. 
“When [other people] can’t find the 
launcher, then we know we did our job,” 
says Marine Sgt. Adrian Curfman, a 
HIMARS section chief with 5/11.

Operating despite jammed or 
intercepted communications presents 
a more complex problem—something 
Ukrainian forces are all too familiar 
with. Standard HIMARS operations 
rely on GPS positioning and dependable, 
secure communications between the 
crew and a fire-direction center. In 
the future, HIMARS crews may take 
advantage of the military’s new Mobile 
User Objective System (MUOS), a 
narrowband satellite communications 
network that originated with the Navy 
and offers faster, more resilient, and 
reliable worldwide comms. 

And later this year, a new HIMARS 
rocket will enter service. The Army’s 
Precision Strike Missile, or PrSM, will 
deliver what manufacturer Lockheed 
Martin describes as “pinpoint” 
accuracy at an eye-watering range of 
more than 300 miles. A 2020 video 
advertisement from Lockheed, which 
makes both the munition and the 
jet, shows a pair of stealthy F-35s 
approaching a refueling station for 
enemy aircraft defended by surface-
to-air missiles. The jets relay the 
coordinates to operators on the ground, 
who then deliver them to a HIMARS 
battalion located well behind friendly 
lines. The launcher fires off a twin 
pod of the 13-foot PrSMs. The first 
obliterates the refueling station, and the 
second detonates over the missile site, 
blanketing the location with explosive 
fragments.

Though it’s a fictional portrayal, the 
sharing of data between stealthy jets 
and ground-based rocket launchers like 
HIMARS is the type of sophisticated 
operation we might expect in a future 
conflict. Countries like Taiwan that 
seek HIMARS to boost their defenses 
should not expect them to come with 
the cornucopia of tactical gifts that 
Ukraine has enjoyed, including an 
adversary with flawed intelligence, 
friendly borders (such as Poland’s) 
across which to transport weapons, 
and allies that can provide accurate 
targeting information. But HIMARS 
may still have a role to play against a 
more sophisticated enemy with robust 
defenses. Its stealth, agility, and 
range will be required against such 
an adversary, and current HIMARS 
operators are demonstrating how the 
system can become stronger in all three 
aspects. HIMARS’s secret strength, in 
fact, may be its adaptability. 

The Marines are reducing the number of howitzer 
batteries and adding more HIMARS-equipped groups, 
based on the weapon’s success in Ukraine and 
elsewhere. 

AL AMY (HIMARS,  K AT YUSHA ,  MLRS,  MARINES); 
AFP VIA GE T T Y IMAGES (SOVIE TS);  GE T T Y IMAGES 
(BRIDGE)



AI Is on 
the Cusp 
of Taking 
Control—This 
Is How It May 
All Go Wrong 
The most dangerous, 
insidious, and 
downright annoying ways 
artificial intelligence 
can harm us
BY ANNALEE NEWITZ | 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY PETE RYAN

I
N SCIENCE FICTION, artificial 
intelligence is always causing epic 
disasters. Skynet nukes Earth 
and then unleashes armies of evil 
robots in the Terminator movies. 
The machines in The Matrix 
convert humans into batteries 

whose brains are permanently plugged 
into a simulation of the year 1999. Then 
there’s the popular thought experiment 
from University of Oxford philosopher 
Nick Bostrom, in which he imagines a 
superpowered AI that’s been trained 
to optimize a single function—so it 
methodically diverts all of the planet’s 
resources into making paper clips. 

Over the past few months, AI 
technology has advanced in enormous, 
headline-making leaps, making many 
machine learning experts wonder 
whether similar horrors lurk in our near 
future. An entire field of AI research is 
focused on understanding its dangers 
and—let’s all hope—preventing them. 
We asked specialists in the field how it 
might all go horribly wrong—from AI 
takeovers of autonomous weapons to 
unscrupulous chatbots. 

The experts’ mostly hopeful 
projections foresee a future where 
AI causes insidious and annoying 
problems. Instead of human batteries 
and skull-crushing robots, we will 
get unrelenting traffic jams, screwy 
credit reports, and an exacerbation of 
inequalities that already exist. More 
dire research into the ways armies 
will incorporate machine learning 
suggests that innocent people might 
die when the AI we develop to help us 
make smarter decisions instead makes 
unforeseen mistakes. 

According to researchers, the 
algorithms, models, and programs we 
call “AI” are about to make our lives 
a lot worse before they make them 
better—just (mostly) not in a way that 
will require cage fights or surplus 
military rations. Here, we’ve collected a 
few scenarios that keep AI experts (and 
the rest of us) up at night.  

AI Nightmare #1: Curse 
of the Data Doubles

IN 2011, THE governor of Michigan 
authorized funds for the Michigan 
Unemployment Insurance Agency 
to develop a new algorithm that was 
supposed to detect fraud. Working with 
three different software development 
companies, the agency unleashed the 
Michigan Integrated Data Automated 
System, or MiDAS, in 2013. Though the 
agency has never revealed where the 
algorithm harvested data, subsequent 
lawsuits suggest that it may have 
collected inaccurate details from 
unemployment data sets furnished by 
employers. Over the next two years, 
MiDAS falsely accused more than 
40,000 people of fraud, in many cases 
forcing them to pay egregious fines.

As if that weren’t bad enough, once 
MiDAS incorrectly identified thousands 
of innocent people as fraudsters in a 
state database, other institutions that 
used the database to do background 
checks repeated that fake information. 
Some of the accused were unable to 
get jobs, and others could no longer 
receive their unemployment payments. 
Perhaps worst of all, none of them could 
understand why they were suddenly 
being treated like criminals. When 
the truth came out about the flawed 
algorithm, a group of the victims 
brought a class action suit against the 
state, which was settled in late 2022. 

Meredith Whittaker, CEO of the 
private-messaging app Signal and 
president of the ethics organization AI 
Now, calls the skewed online versions 
of real people that MiDAS created “data 
doubles.” They function a lot like stolen 
identities, and once established, they’re 
nearly impossible to delete. Because so 
much of our data is repackaged and sold 
to third parties, a data double created by 
artificial intelligence might disappear 
from your insurance office, but show up 
again in your bank records, your school 
admissions paperwork, or a workplace 
background check. Many databases are 
centralized, so it’s easy for a data double 
to follow you around for years or even a 
lifetime. “These systems are generating 
[fake] personal data that nobody gave 
them, and it becomes more real than 
the truth,” Whittaker says. “That 
affects our lives.”

AI Nightmare #2: All 
Hail the Stochastic 
Parrot

COMPUTER SCIENTIST AMY Zhang, head 
of the University of Washington’s 
Social Futures Lab, tells me that what 
worries her most is AI’s propensity for 
nonsense. This is especially true when 
it comes to algorithms like ChatGPT, 
or any number of other programs that 
can write sentences and even whole 
essays that sound perfectly reasonable—
until you realize that a lot of what they 
return is completely false. ChatGPT, for 
example, is fond of inventing facts, at 
one point informing science writer Gary 
Marcus that ground porcelain is good 
in breast milk because “porcelain can 
help to balance the nutritional content 
of the milk, providing the infant with 
the nutrients they need to help grow 
and develop.” Researchers call this the 
“stochastic parrot” problem; it happens 
when computers reproduce human-
sounding phrases in chaotic ways.

Zhang says stochastic parrots could 
pollute the internet with so much 
misinformation that it creates a spam 
explosion of nuclear proportions. “The 
proliferation of AI-generated content 
will make it even harder to find high-
quality information in a sea of SEO 
spam,” Zhang says. “One thing that 
comes to mind is the world of online 
recipes,” Janelle Shane, creator of the 
popular AI Weirdness blog, tells me 
via email. Shane has used AI to create 
hilarious fake recipes for things like 
“Beothurtreed Tuna Pie” and “Tart 
Cover Shrimp Butter Wol.” She thinks 
it’s very plausible that goofy recipes like 
these might pop up on Google search 
results and fool would-be chefs. “I 
could definitely see those proliferating, 
generating their own appetizing images 
and glowing reviews, and yet being 
completely disappointing recipes.”

Eventually, Zhang and Shane suggest, 
all this stochastic parrot content might 
overtake human-generated words, and 
searching the internet would turn up 
only foolishness and garbage. Bad news 
if you’re not a fan of Tart Cover Shrimp 
Butter Wol.

AI Nightmare #3: No 
Humans Involved

WHEN WE READ exciting news about what 
AI can do, we imagine that the parent 
companies are creating incredible new 
computer programs from scratch. But 
Signal’s Whittaker says most AI is 
actually built on “janky old systems” 
that date back to the 1980s. “This is not 
new technology,” she says. “What’s new 
is we have lots of data and computing 
power.” 

Nowhere is this more dangerous than 
in the field of policing. These days, many 
police departments use surveillance 
cameras and facial recognition 
algorithms to locate suspects. The 
problem? Those algorithms have been 
trained on old data sets of mostly 
white faces and have trouble telling 
Black people apart. A study from the 
National Institute of Standards and 
Technology bears this out: “For one-to-
one matching,” it notes, “the team saw 
higher rates of false positives for Asian 
and African American faces relative to 
images of Caucasians. The differentials 
often ranged from a factor of 10 to 
100 times.” As a result, AI tools have 
mistaken random Black people for a 
specific Black suspect sought by police.

A recent essay by data scientist 
Yeshimabeit Milner, who runs the 
organization Data for Black Lives, 
brings up an even deeper reason old 
systems can be dangerous. In the 
1990s, Los Angeles police used an odd 
acronym, NHI, to refer to incidents 
involving Black people and other 
minorities. An investigation in the wake 
of the Rodney King beating revealed 
that the initialism stood for “no humans 
involved.” Algorithms that encounter 
a code like this during training might 
mistakenly learn that certain people 
are less valuable than others. It’s one of 
the reasons why AI experts have warned 
for years that some law enforcement 
algorithms have been trained on 
biased data that equates Black people 
with crime. Often these algorithms 
“learn” who is likely to commit crimes 
based on historical data about arrests 
and imprisonment, in which Black 
Americans are overrepresented due 
to a history of legal codes and policing 
policies that unfairly targeted them. 

The more often facial recognition 
gets built into smart surveillance 
cameras, the worse this problem 
will get. Already, a campaign called 
Ban Facial Recognition in Stores is 
working to combat facial recognition 
software that it says more than 30 
major chain stores currently use or 
are considering purchasing. A 2020 
Reuters investigation uncovered 
that Rite Aid installed a similar 
technology—designed by a company 
with links to China’s authoritarian 
government—in “lower-income, non-
white neighborhoods.” That technology 
attempted to match customers’ faces 
to those previously engaged in theft, 
alerting security guards to people 
who may have been innocent. Rite 
Aid says it has since discontinued 
its facial recognition program, but 
Milner remains worried, as she writes, 
that AI will be used to “... justify state 
violence against those categorized as 
nonhuman.” 

AI Nightmare #4: The 
Drones Made Me Do It

IMAGINE A MILITARY commander fighting 
insurgents on a battlefield of the 
future, engulfed in smoke and dealing 
with hundreds of contradictory takes 
about what’s happening. She has to 
make a quick decision that might cost 
thousands of lives. What should she 
do? Organizations such as the U.S. 
Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA) want her to turn 
to artificial intelligence. DARPA has 
begun work on an initiative called 
ITM (In The Moment), which seeks to 
design an algorithm that can resolve 
disagreements or uncertainties in 
military strategy by using data from 
previous conflicts. 

But what if this future commander 
is in the South China Sea, using AI 
trained on data from the Afghanistan 
war? “We have thousands of hours 
of tapes, transcripts, and other data 
about how we made command decisions 
[in Afghanistan],” says Peter Warren 
Singer, an expert in high-tech warfare 
who authored Wired for War and 
coauthored Ghost Fleet. “But maybe the 
way we fought in Afghanistan isn’t the 
way we’ll fight in China. That kind of 
inappropriate data leads to bias.”

In particular, Singer worries about 
an issue AI experts call “the black box.” 
With the neural networks that form the 
backbone of our algorithms, we can see 
data going in and coming out, but we 
have no idea what exactly is happening 
inside. It happens now when we train AI 
to play chess. “It wins by coming up with 
moves that humans never imagined in 
thousands of years of playing,” Singer 
says. But if nobody is sure why the 
moves work, or how the AI came up with 
them, then how can you be sure they’re 
ethical, or even desirable? 

Singer is sure that at some point 
a commander will ask a group of 
AI-augmented drones what to do next, 
and they will devise a strategy that 
makes no sense to the commander. 
The drones might suggest bombing 
everyone wearing yellow hats, for 
example. And then the commander, 
under tremendous pressure, will have 
to decide what to do. Should that human 
trust the drones’ wild idea? Maybe the 
insurgents were all secretly knitting 
yellow hats. But what if the machines’ 
algorithm had erroneously flagged 
innocent grannies as suspicious? The 
commander won’t know until she makes 
the call, and by then it will be too late.

AI Nightmare #5: Your 
Brain Implant Won’t Let 
You Talk Back 

EVENTUALLY WE’RE GOING to invite 
algorithms inside our bodies. 
Researchers at the University of Toronto 
have already created AI-enhanced 
microchips that can be implanted in 
the human brain to help Parkinson’s 
patients. We also have brain implants 
that allow paralyzed people to control a 
mouse and keyboard with their minds. 
Sounds safe, right? Well, just wait until 
mind texting becomes commonplace, 
and a company like Microsoft adds a 
predictive text algorithm to the mix. 
Predictive text is supposed to help 
you finish your sentences, but it also 
prevents you from swearing and can 
change which details you include. What 
if, in a darker future, it prevented you 
from criticizing the government or 
articulating a creative vision? 

I played with this idea in my science 
fiction novel The Terraformers, based 
on my own extensive reporting on AI 
and future tech. In it, a corporation 
creates brain implants that prevent 
people from talking about anything 
but their jobs. The idea is to make them 
appear more productive and to keep 
them from goofing off while they’re 
at work. But the knock-on effects are 
horrific, of course: These people can 
never escape from shop talk, because 
every utterance they make is shaped 
by an algorithm. It may be completely 
science fictional now, but if you add up 
today’s technologies and subtract some 
ethics, we just might get there.

AI Nightmare #6: Traffic 
Jams from Cyberspace

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN the stochastic 
parrots fly out of Google’s recipe 
results and start controlling your car? 
That’s what University of Washington 
law professor Ryan Calo wants to 
know. He researches how automation 
will be regulated by the courts and 
is concerned about “unanticipated 
interactions between AI and 
consequential systems.” One of those 
systems could be your smart city, where 
algorithms will control everything from 
the energy grid to traffic flows. Imagine 
the same kind of janky algorithms that 
produced “Beothurtreed Tuna Pie” 
controlling bridges, your building’s 
climate controls, or the route your 
autonomous car takes through 
downtown. Terrifying. 

“Already we have seen odd or scary 
individual interactions such as ... a 
fleet of autonomous vehicles blocking 
San Francisco traffic for hours,” Calo 
says. He imagines a future scenario 
where the black-box problem leads to 
weird traffic behavior that humans can 
neither understand nor fix. “How would 
an AI-controlled energy grid and traffic 
system deal with a spontaneous protest 
or celebration?” he asks. The answer is 
that we just don’t know.  



Iran Is 
Becoming 
a Drone 
Superpower—
By Stealing 
American 
Technology
The swarms of kamikaze 
drones ravaging Ukraine 
are cheap and deadly, 
and they represent a 
terrifying new form of 
warfare unleashed by an 
unlikely source.
BY DAVID HAMBLING

T
HE OFF-WHITE hull 
of a captured drone 
lies on the floor 
of an undisclosed 
Ukrainian military 
facility, its triangular 
shape accented by 

the hardwood’s herringbone pattern. 
Investigators from the nonprofit 
Conflict Armament Research (CAR) 
are trying to learn more about this new 
weapon. Open compartments on the 
wings reveal wires, tiny motors, and 
circuit boards. Yellow, brown, and pink 
cables spill over the sides. 

The investigators probe the drone 
with the care of medical examiners, 
delicately lifting flaps and tugging on 
electrical wires. On the tail is the name 
Geran-2—written in Russian Cyrillic 
characters as a ploy to disguise the 
drone’s true origin. 

The attack drone is one of four types 
that Ukraine’s military has collected 
from various sites across the country. 
After removing the deadly warheads, 
they handed them over to CAR last 
November. In addition to the one lying 
on the wooden floor, Ukraine has also 
requested that the group investigate a 
smaller version called Geran-1, along 
with a reconnaissance spy drone that 
looks like the U.S.-made Predator and 
one other undisclosed model. 

In the previous months, Ukraine had 
come under intense fire from swarms 
of drones like the ones now being 
inspected. Throughout fall and winter, 
Russia deployed the weapons against 
the country’s electricity distribution 
infrastructure. The drones crashed 
into substations and transformers, 
spreading blackouts across Kyiv and 
other cities. Some hit apartment 
buildings, killing civilians. They were 
unlike any other weapon Ukraine 
had thus far defended against—and 
they were devastatingly effective. 
More troubling was the fact that there 
appeared to be an unlimited supply of 
them. 

The new aircraft had significantly 
longer range and looked radically 
different than any known Russian-
made drone; its wing shape made it look 
something like a giant paper airplane. 
Unable to identify it, soldiers and 
citizens came up with their own names; 
they called it “the Dorito” or sometimes 
“lawnmower” for the motor’s distinctive 
whining.  

All eyes turned to an unlikely source: 
Iran. Last July, U.S. National Security 
Advisor Jake Sullivan warned that he 
believed the nation had signed a deal 
to supply several hundred drones to 
Russia. Both Iran and Russia have 
denied the existence of an arms deal, 
but the distinctive shape of the drones 
is hard to overlook. The flying wings 
resemble the Iranian-made Shahed-136 
drones that were used in 2019 by the 
Houthi—a breakaway rebel group in 
Yemen—and in 2021 by Iran to attack 
an ocean tanker off the coast of Oman. 

Inside the Ukrainian warehouse, 
CAR inspectors sought to confirm 
that the Flying Doritos were indeed 
Iranian drones, signaling that Iran 
has established a robust drone pipeline 
into Russia. If true, the implication is 
even more disturbing: That somehow 
Iran has overcome harsh international 
sanctions meant to limit its access to 
Western technology and derail weapons 
development—and in doing so has 
become a drone superpower supplying 
its deadly weapons to countries around 
the globe. 

The tail of a Russian kamikaze drone shot down near the 
Ukrainian town of Kupiansk. “Geran-2” appears written in 
Russian Cyrillic characters, but analysts believe this to be 
an Iranian-made drone. 

IT WASN’T HARD for the inspectors 
in Ukraine to nail down where the 
drones came from. Based in the United 
Kingdom, CAR tracks the movement 
of arms supplies and illicit weapons, 
sometimes by way of terrorist or 
insurgent forces. In Syria, it tracked the 
supply chains of 40,000 weapons used 
by Islamic State and found more than a 
third came from EU member states.

Now they used that experience to 
determine the provenance of these new 
drones. The inspectors disassembled 
the weapons using screwdrivers, 
scalpels, wrenches, and a digital 
camera, searching for anything that 
might reveal where a circuit board, 
motor controller, accelerometer, or fuel 
pump was made. Wiring harnesses 
made in China look different than 
those made in Germany. Tiny motors 
might have codes that identify their 
manufacturer. The inspectors learn 
a lot by examining the cable sleeves 
on electronic components, or the way 
a serial number is imprinted onto a 
metal piece. Sometimes they get lucky, 
like when they found that a technician 
assembling the weapon had left marks 
that signaled its origin. 

Their investigations have revealed 
an overwhelming number of parts 
and systems that point to Iran. Many 
of the markings they found inside 
resembled those they found in Yemen, 
where Houthi rebels used Iranian-made 
drones against a coalition of forces 
led by Saudi Arabia. “The exact same 
brands and components,” says Damien 
Spleeters, deputy director of operations 
for CAR, who led the investigation.

While the CAR inspectors quickly 
confirmed the drone’s origin, something 
else puzzled them. These drones 
appeared more sophisticated than the 
ones they’d studied in Yemen; their 
guidance systems were more elaborate, 
and they contained other advanced 
electrical componentry. Iran’s defense 
contractors weren’t just pumping out 
fleets of low-cost attack drones, it 
appeared; they were also upgrading 
their quality. “There’s been quite a 
jump,” says Taimur Khan, CAR’s head 
of operations in the Persian Gulf. 

Over the past four decades, Tehran, 
unable to field a reliable air force of 
its own due to sanctions, has turned 
to lower-cost, basic drones, many of 
which are knockoffs of American and 
Israeli craft. According to the military 
analysis group Oryx, Iran operates at 
least a dozen military models, each built 
in multiple configurations. In all, the 
group’s database includes 143 unique 
versions of Iranian drones. 

The roots of Iran’s drone industry 
go back to its war with Iraq, which 
lasted from 1980 to 1988. Back then, 
the Iranian Air Force flew mainly 
U.S. aircraft that it had acquired in 
the 1970s, including the F-14 Tomcat 
and, for reconnaissance, the RF-4 
Photo Phantom. But the international 
sanctions that followed Iran’s revolution 
in 1979 cut off access to vital spare 
parts and made it nearly impossible 
for the country to maintain its fleet of 
Western aircraft. By 1986, as many 
as 80 percent of the planes were 
inoperable. 

Without a serviceable air force, 
Iran needed another way to gather 
intelligence on Iraqi forces. It turned to 
small remote-controlled aircraft that 
could be assembled in simple workshops 
using basic parts. A group connected 
to Isfahan University had been making 
radio-controlled drones for aerial 
photography, and they were soon 
recruited into Tehran’s war effort. In 
1985, those drones and their operators 
formed the Raad battalion—the first 
drone squadron in Iran’s Revolutionary 
Guard Corps. One operator described 
the group’s initial drone as a “toy” 
with wings made of plastic foam held 
together with glue, and carrying a 
cheap pocket camera. This toy, however, 
provided valuable intelligence on Iraq’s 
trench lines and troop movements. 

Around the same time, Iran’s 
Revolutionary Guard formed the 
Qods Aviation Industry Company 
to manufacture more advanced, 
weaponized drones. Its first model, 
the Mohajer, carried small rocket-
propelled grenades that weighed less 
than 10 pounds each. They inflicted 
little damage against Iraq, but the 
nation rallied around these homemade 
flying rocket launchers. The drone 
even became the basis for a successful 
1990 Iranian movie Mohajer, which 
was produced as part of the country’s 
Holy Defense Cinema movement and 
portrayed a heroic Iranian drone 
operator blasting Iraqi positions. 

Few other nations appreciated the 
potential of tactical reconnaissance 
drones at this time. The U.S. Army had 
developed an early drone in 1983, called 
Aquila, that was far more sophisticated 
than the Mohajer and had a laser 
designator and advanced autopilot. 
But the high cost concerned defense 
buyers, and the project threatened to 
compete with the Army’s new OH-58D 
helicopter. The Pentagon canceled it in 
1987, just as the Iranian drone industry 
was taking off. 

Iran never slowed down its drone 
production, and over the past 40 years 
it has updated the Mohajer several 
times while also developing new models. 
Analysts believe that Iran released the 
latest Mohajer-6 version in 2018 and 
exported it to several other countries, 
a fact confirmed by CAR when its 
investigators examined the four 
Russian-marked drones in Ukraine. 
One turned out to be the latest version 
of the Mohajer, giving defense analysts 
their first detailed look at the drone. 
As Iran’s drone industry has grown, 
so has its export business. In addition 
to Russia, the country’s drones have 
been bought by the armies of Ethiopia, 
Sudan, and Venezuela, as well as 
Hezbollah in Lebanon, Palestinian 
militant groups, and Iranian-backed 
Iraqi militia groups. 

Nowhere were they deployed more 
prolifically than in Yemen, where the 
Houthi used them to attack airports, 
military bases, and oil installations. 
In 2019 the Houthi drone campaign 
against adversaries in Yemen and 
Saudi Arabia reached its crescendo, 
and in September of that year, the 
rebels launched a concerted strike 
against a Saudi oil-processing plant in 
Abqaiq. More than a dozen drones and 
multiple ballistic missiles struck the 
facility, setting it ablaze. The incident 
demonstrated for the first time how 
effectively a swarm of drones could 
penetrate an enemy’s air defenses.

Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and a 
fleet of armed Mohajer-6 drones—a successful model 
that Iran first developed in 1985.

RUSSIA’S COORDINATED DRONE strikes 
in Ukraine are eerily similar. Even as 
CAR investigators were confirming the 
origin of incoming drones last fall, the 
attacks kept coming. Russia launched 
an estimated 400 kamikaze drones at 
Ukraine water and electric facilities 
between August and December 2022, 
usually in swarms of a dozen or more. 
Further attacks came in January 
and February. The Iranian-made 
Shahed-136 carried out many of them. 

One of the most destructive attacks 
came on the night of October 4, 2022, 
when witnesses say they heard a high-
pitched buzzing, like a motorcycle 
engine, that got louder as it approached. 
Then a horrific series of blasts rocked 
the barracks of Ukraine’s 72nd 
Mechanized Brigade near Kyiv. When 
it was over, three large three-story 
buildings had been reduced to rubble, 
with the survivors huddled outside in 
the dark. The walls of the barracks had 
crumbled, their roofs caved in. Glass 
from shattered windows spilled across 
the ground and columns of smoke 
drifted up from the ruins. In a stroke 
of luck, the brigade had been deployed 
at the time, and few remained in the 
barracks; Ukraine reported that only 
one person was injured in the attack. 

Russian operators program the 
drones to fly low—sometimes just above 
city buildings—to stay under radar 
and avoid countermeasures that jam 
their radio frequencies. Typical air 
defenses, which rely on missiles that 
can cost more than $1 million each, are 
too costly to operate against swarms of 
Shahed kamikaze drones, which can be 
had for as little as $20,000. 

Videos of early attacks show 
Ukrainian defenders shooting at them 
with Kalashnikovs, though with little 
success given the drones’ speed and 
unpredictable flight paths. They’ve 
had better luck destroying incoming 
drones using the twin rapid-fire 35mm 
cannons on the Gepard tanks provided 
by Germany. But Ukraine possesses 
fewer than 40 of them—not enough to 
stop the onslaught. Out of desperation, 
the country has resorted to pre-WWI 
Maxim machine guns, hoping to spray 
incoming drones with low-cost bullets. 

“The counter-drone problem is a 
devilish one,” says CAR’s Taimur Khan. 

With the Shahed, Iran has developed 
a new autonomous weapon that gives 
countries the means to attack across 
borders at a fraction of the cost of 
jets or missiles. At the start of its war 
against Ukraine, Russia’s primary 
option to attack inside that country 
had been its Kalibr cruise missile. But 
each of those costs an estimated $6.5 
million. Compare that to the Shahed’s 
low cost and it’s easy to understand why 
militaries are embracing this new form 
of drone warfare. 

The Shahed impresses in several 
other ways. Its wing shape gives it a 
range of up to 1,100 miles without 
requiring a jet engine; it’s built 
with readily available off-the-shelf 
components; and its low price means 
it can be launched in swarms to 
overwhelm defenses. Its small engine 
limits the weapons payload, but the 
nearly 70-pound high-explosive 
warhead is powerful enough to demolish 
a small building. 

The Shahed flies slowly, propelled by 
a piston engine with a top speed of 115 
miles per hour. These drones are not 
particularly stealthy, but their compact 
8-foot wingspan makes them difficult to 
pick up on radar. When they fly in tight 
formation, they’re sometimes mistaken 
for birds.

Fragments from an Iranian-made Shahed-136 collected 
by a U.S. Navy explosive ordnance disposal team.

Despite their low cost, the Shaheds 
contain impressive electronics. The 
CAR inspectors have discovered 
that they use a more sophisticated 
satellite navigation system than earlier 
versions—one that combines signals 
from the Russian GLONASS as well 
as GPS satellite constellations. That 
redundancy makes it more difficult 
to electronically interfere with the 
drone’s navigation; if defenses block one 
system, the Shahed can still fly toward 
the target using the other.  

The Shahed also carries an inertial 
measurement unit (IMU) that can be 
used to navigate in addition to satellite-
guided systems. This “dead reckoning” 
device employs accelerometers to work 
out how far and in which direction the 
drone travels. IMUs lose accuracy after 
a few minutes, but that’s long enough 
to keep a drone on course if defenses 
interfere with its satellite guidance. The 
systems are common in more expensive 
drones, but rare in such a low-cost 
model. 

Most surprising to CAR investigators, 
however, was the discovery that those 
advanced IMUs and navigation systems 
had not been produced by Iran. They 
had most likely been manufactured in 
Western countries, a finding CAR is 
working to verify. In fact, the only parts 
linked to Iran were the engines, and 
even those had been produced in China 
by an Iranian private company with 
links to the Chinese government, Khan 
says. 

During its examination of the 
Shahed and Mohajer, the CAR team 
documented about 70 components that 
had been produced by 13 companies 
outside Iran. More than 80 percent 
came from the United States. Most had 
been produced in 2020 and 2021. Some 
came from the well-known electronics 
company Texas Instruments, which 
had to release a statement in November 
noting that “TI is not selling any 
products into Russia, Belarus, or Iran. 
TI stopped sales to Russia and Belarus 
at the end of February 2022, and we no 
longer support sales there.” 

It became evident that Iran, in 
coordination with Russia, had been 
hoarding drone components from 
around the world. CAR’s Spleeters 
acknowledges that large-scale 
industrial smuggling is happening and 
won’t be easy to stop. “Control over the 
technology is kind of the key issue here, 
and it’s not going to be like a miracle 
solution that works suddenly,” he says. 
“It’s going to take a while because of 
those stockpiling issues.” 

CONCEIVED DURING WAR and built under 
the weight of crippling sanctions, 
Iran’s weapons industry has thrived on 
capturing enemy drones and copying 
their designs. One of the country’s 
earliest drones was an adaptation of 
the U.S. MQM-107 Streaker, which 
the U.S. and its allies used mostly for 
testing missile defenses. Iran had 
acquired them in the 1970s, prior to 
its revolution. In 2010 the country 
introduced the Karrar, a Streaker 
lookalike modified for attack missions 
that carried a 500-pound bomb.

The most famous theft came in 2011, 
when Iran captured a top-secret U.S. 
RQ-170 Sentinel stealth drone. Tehran 
claims it hacked the drone, hijacking 
its controls to land it on its territory. 
Iran rolled out a similar version, called 
the Saeqeh, in 2016. There are plenty 
more examples. Iran’s Yasir appears to 
be a clone of the U.S. Scan Eagle Drone 
that it modified to carry an explosive 
charge after it had captured one in 
2012. Iran’s state media even flaunted it 
as an example of reverse-engineering a 
successful American design. 

Iran’s Revolutionary Guard shows off a captured U.S. 
stealth drone at an aerospace fair in western Tehran.



To slow down Iran’s expanding drone 
industry, the U.S. and its allies have 
levied additional sanctions against 
many of Tehran’s weapons-producing 
companies. In 2012, a new law made 
it illegal for U.S. companies to sell 
equipment to Iran’s leading drone 
producer, HESA—the company behind 
the Shahed family of drones, among 
others. The country’s top semiconductor 
producer, Iran Electronic Industries, 
has also been sanctioned since 2013. 
Both companies are subsidiaries of the 
Iranian military, operating under a 
branch called the Ministry of Defense 
Armed Forces Logistics. Around the 
same time, the German government 
discovered that two men with ties to 
Tehran had illegally exported 61 drone 
engines into Iran for use in the Ababil-3, 
a small combat drone made by HESA. 

Those sanctions appear to have 
done little to stop the supply of parts 
and technologies making their way 
into Iranian drones. Vadym Skibitsky, 
deputy head of Ukraine’s military 
intelligence, has said he expects that 
Russia will soon take delivery of as 
many as 1,000 additional Shahed-131 
and Shahed-136 drones from Tehran. 
Additional reporting from the Wall 
Street Journal in February revealed that 
Russia is completing work on a drone 
factory 600 miles east of Moscow, where 
it will produce as many as 6,000 new 
Shahed kamikaze drones. Those drones 
likely will be built with electronics 
and other components that Russia has 
already amassed, says CAR’s Spleeters. 

Against incredible odds, Iran’s drone 
industry is pushing forward. In April 
2022, HESA unveiled a new, jet-powered 
UAV, the Shahed-149. According to 
the commander of the Revolutionary 
Guard Aerospace Force, Brigadier 
General Amir Ali Hajizadeh, the drone 
can carry up to 13 missiles and has 
a range of 2,400 miles. It’s powered 
by a 750-horsepower jet engine and 
has advanced optical and infrared 
electronics packages that will allow it to 
fly at night, as well as provide thermal 
imaging and laser targeting. A photo 
of a prototype 149 in a spacious hangar 
reveals a sleek aircraft with a split-
wing tail and long fuselage. A spherical 
optical array hangs from the nose, and 
mounting points for weapons can be 
seen under the wings. Estimates put it 
at 34 feet long with a 60-foot wingspan. 
It looks not unlike the American Reaper 
drone, which carries out long-range 
surveillance and strike missions. Iran 
claims the craft will also include a suite 
of new electronic jammers, which it is 
installing on many of its drones to make 
them harder to shoot down. 

The Shahed-149 shows that Iran 
continues to advance its drone strategy, 
giving it more export options for allies 
in Yemen, Russia, and Palestine. But 
even as it develops more powerful 
drones, the country is also creating 
technology that will make kamikaze 
drones like the Shahed-136 even more 
deadly. Last year the Iranian Army 
Ground Force unveiled Mass Flight, 
a networked, AI-driven software that 
allows multiple drones to synchronize 
a mission, autonomously identifying 
targets on the ground and attacking 
them. If this works, it would make 
swarm attacks far more dangerous, 
giving operators the power to direct 
some drones to target counter-drone 
defenses en route and maximizing 
damage by the drones that make it 
through. 

Even the current Shahed, 
unsophisticated but deadly, is changing 
global power dynamics. Iran’s ability 
to skirt sanctions and produce simple, 
economical drones gives almost any 
country or military organization 
the means to carry out long-range 
assaults against a perceived enemy. 
New sanctions that limit parts supplies 
into Russia and Iran might help slow 
production while armies develop better 
ways to defend against these swarming 
drones. And clearer component 
tracking from organizations like CAR 
could help stop the flow of parts at their 
sources. But so far, Iran has brushed 
off international law and pushed 
ahead with its vigorous drone-building 
program—one that shows few signs of 
slowing. 

Russia may not have received enough 
Iranian drones to shut down Ukraine’s 
power grid this winter, but the war 
grinds on, production is ramping up, 
and the drone attacks keep coming. 

SHUT TERSTOCK (SHAHED-136);  WIKIMEDIA 
COMMONS (K AMIK A ZE DRONE);  AL AMY (MOHA JER, 
DEBRIS,  RQ-170)




